Background: Significant mitral regurgitation (MR) may reduce a pressure gradient of aortic stenosis (AS) by decreasing forward stroke volume. The study objective was to evaluate whether significant MR can cause inconsistency when assessing the severity of AS.
Accurate grading of the severity of aortic stenosis (AS) is crucial for the timely management of patients and is currently based on multiple hemodynamic parameters obtained from comprehensive echocardiographic measurements. 1 Three parameters, transvalvular peak flow velocity (V peak ), mean pressure gradient (MPG), and aortic valve area (AVA), are at the center of this consideration, and Doppler evaluation of the severity of AS using these variables is well validated in human studies, showing excellent correlations with invasive hemodynamic measurements. 2, 3 Inherent variability of the measurements and calculations of these parameters exist, in that V peak and MPG are strongly affected by the degree of stroke volume and cardiac output, whereas AVA is far less flow dependent. Accordingly, discordance in relations between AVA and transaortic V peak or MPG could be possible, particularly in specific patient subgroups such as those with significant aortic regurgitation or reduced left ventricular (LV) function, 4 sometimes raising uncertainty about the actual severity of AS. In the same context, there is often discordance between echocardiographic measurements when trying to determine the severity of AS in patients with preserved LV ejection fractions (LVEFs). [5] [6] [7] In addition to the technical challenges, it is now well known that inconsistent grading is quite common in patients with pronounced concentric LV remodeling, small LV size, and intrinsic myocardial dysfunction despite preserved LVEF. 8 Apart from these conditions, hemodynamic influence provided by concomitant mitral regurgitation (MR) also has been suggested as a source of variation in grading of AS severity.
knowledge. The objective of this case-control study was to evaluate the hypothesis that significant MR can be a cause of inconsistency when assessing the severity of AS.
METHODS

Subjects
From 2000 to 2015, all patients who underwent echocardiography at Asan Medical Center were retrospectively assessed for their eligibility. Inclusion criteria for the case group (AS with MR) were patients diagnosed with AS (calculated AVA # 2.0 cm 2 ) with normal sinus rhythm, normal LV systolic function (defined as LVEF $ 50%), and at least a moderate extent of MR. The severity of MR was assessed comprehensively by using effective regurgitant orifice area, jet area, and vena contracta, as recommended in the American Society of Echocardiography and European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging guidelines. 10 Patients with any regional wall motion abnormalities, mitral stenosis (defined as mitral valve area < 2.0 cm 2 ), more than mild aortic regurgitation, and incomplete data to calculate AVA or stroke volume were excluded. In patients with more than one adequate study, only the earliest study was used for analysis, and the following studies were excluded. As a potential control, patients with AS with trivial or no MR, confirmed by multiple echocardiographic windows, were selected from the database. Among them, individual 1:2 matching to the cases on the basis of age (65 years), sex (identical), and LV end-systolic volume (610 mL) was performed by an independent statistician (S.H.) to create the control group (AS without MR). Digitally stored echocardiographic images of the eligible patients were reviewed again by experienced echocardiography specialists (J.M.S., B.J.S., and J.A.H.) for study inclusion. The classification of the main cause of AS or MR was done according to the consensus of these specialists. Approval was obtained from the local institutional ethics committee before data collection.
Echocardiographic Evaluation
Comprehensive two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiographic examinations were performed on all patients according to the guidelines for the clinical application of echocardiography. LV end-systolic volume and end-diastolic volume and LVEF were obtained using the biplane Simpson method.
1,4 V peak was recorded by achieving parallel alignment of the continuous-wave beam with the direction of the stenotic jet flow using the apical, right parasternal, or suprasternal window, and the value that yielded the highest velocity signal was selected. The MPG across the aortic valve was calculated automatically using the velocity profile tracing and modified Bernoulli equation.
LV forward stroke volume was estimated using the product of timevelocity integral (TVI) measured by pulsed-wave Doppler and the cross-sectional area (CSA) of the LV outflow tract (LVOT), which was obtained by measuring the diameter (d) of the LVOT (CSA LVOT 
Clinical Follow-up
Clinical outcomes of patients were evaluated by review of medical records and telephone communication, and composite clinical events were defined as aortic valve surgery warranted by the development of symptoms or LV dysfunction, admission for heart failure, and death.
Statistical Analysis
Complete clinical and echocardiographic data were collected by careful analysis of in-hospital medical records. Numeric variables are summarized as mean 6 SD and nominal variables as proportions. Between-group comparisons were performed using generalized estimating equations for the matched case-control data set. Nonlinear regression was used to generate a fitted curve for data pairs of AVA and MPG using the formula AVA = a + b/OMPG. Linear regression was used to generate a fitted line for data pairs of MPG and maximal pressure gradient using the formula MPG = a + b Â maximal pressure gradient. Nonlinear regression was used to generate a fitted curve for data pairs of MPG and V peak using the formula MPG = a Â (V peak )
To assess the study hypothesis, generalized estimating equations were used to evaluate whether there were between-group differences in the fitted curves.
Cumulative incidence curves were generated according to the Kaplan-Meier method and compared using the log-rank test. Each patient was censored at the date of his or her final follow-up or at 2 years, whichever came first.
All reported P values are two-sided, and P values < .05 were considered to indicate statistical significance. R version 3.32 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) was used for statistical analyses.
RESULTS
Clinical and Echocardiographic Characteristics
A total of 76 patients were found to be eligible for the case group in this study. Among them, matched control subjects could not be found in eight cases because of extremes of age or LV end-systolic volume, and consequently these patients were excluded ( Figure 1 ). Among 2,882 candidates with trivial or no MR, 136 patients (AS without MR) were randomly matched as control subjects by age, sex, and LV end-systolic volume to the final 68 case patients (AS with MR). Fifty patients with moderate MR and 18 patients with severe MR were included in the group of AS with MR. The indications of echocardiographic examinations in these patients were dyspnea in 32 (47.1%), chest pain in 16 (23.5%), syncope in two (2.9%), and abnormal electrocardiographic or chest radiographic findings in the remaining 18 (26.5%). The main causes of MR were rheumatic (n = 19), functional (n = 17), and degenerative (n = 32). Of note, two patients with rheumatic AS were each classified as having functional and degenerative MR, while one with bicuspid AS had rheumatic MR. Baseline clinical data of our study population are summarized in Table 1 . The groups did not differ significantly in terms of age, gender ratio, or cardiovascular risk factors. No patients had thyroid disease or were receiving dialysis for the end-stage renal disease. One hundred twenty-four patients (61%) were previously diagnosed with hypertension, and there was no difference in blood pressure, which was measured at the time of the index echocardiography, between the two groups. Forty-two patients (21%) who had histories of coronary artery disease were previously diagnosed with stable angina. Significant dyspnea (New York Heart Association functional class $ III) was present in 46 patients (23%) and was more frequent in the AS with MR group than in the AS without MR group (32% vs 18%, P = .03). Fourteen patients (7%) had experienced syncope, and the proportions did not differ (9% vs 6%, P = .62) between groups.
Echocardiographic findings of the patients in the two groups are compared in Table 2 . Because the groups were initially matched on the basis of LVend-systolic volume and all subjects had normal LV systolic function, the indexed LV volume measurements were not significantly different between groups. Although total stroke volume measured from LV end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes was similar between groups, forward stroke volume, indexed forward stroke volume, and mean transaortic flow rate were significantly lower in the AS with MR group, mainly because of the difference in LVOT TVI, not the difference in the CSA of the LVOT. A total of 132 (65%) and 123 (60%) patients were graded as having severe AS on the basis of AVA and indexed AVA, respectively. As expected, patients with severe AS were more often included in the AS with MR group (n = 56 [82%] by AVA) compared with the AS without MR group (n = 76 [56%] by AVA), and consequently transaortic V peak and MPG were significantly higher, while AVA and indexed AVA were significantly smaller in the AS with MR group.
AVA versus V peak
To establish the influence of significant MR on the hemodynamics of patients with AS, the values of AVA and V peak were displayed in a scatterplot for each group (Figure 2A) , which showed an inverse correlation between the two parameters. A fitted curve for each group was constructed resulting in the formula AVA = À1.17 + 3.90/OV peak for the AS with MR group and AVA = À1.25 + 4.29/OV peak for the AS without MR group. The two fitted curves showed consistent disparity of V peak for a given AVA value throughout the whole range. Consequently, the cutoff value for severe AS for an AVA of 1.0 cm 2 corresponded to V peak values of 3.23 and 3.64 m/sec for AS with and without MR, respectively. Conversely, V peak of 4.0 m/sec matched with AVAs of 0.78 cm 2 in the AS with MR group and 0.90 cm 2 in the AS without MR group. Similar differences were observed when a cutoff value of 0.6 cm 2 /m 2 was used for indexed AVA (3.34 and 3.74 m/sec for AS with and without MR, respectively; Figure 2B ). However, there was no significant difference between the two groups in terms of the relationship between (indexed) AVA and V peak (P for interaction = .32 and .10 for AVA and indexed AVA, respectively).
AVA versus MPG
The relationship between (indexed) AVA and MPG for each group is depicted in Figure 3 . The scatterplot and fitted curves indicate that a more profound difference existed between the two groups compared with that of AVA versus V peak , in that a significant difference was found be- 
MPG versus V peak
The maximal pressure gradient and MPG had a close linear relationship, and the fitted curves for each group were similar: MPG = À5.77 + 0.68 Â maximal pressure gradient for the AS with MR group (adjusted R 2 = 0.99) and MPG = À3.83 + 0.64 Â maximal pressure gradient for the AS without MR group (adjusted R 2 = 0.98) for a line of best fit ( Figure 4A) .The relationship between MPG and V peak for each group is plotted in Figure 4B , and the fitted curves for each group was similar: MPG = 1.40 Â V peak 2.35 for the AS with MR group (adjusted R 2 = 0.98) and MPG = 1.82 Â V peak 2.16 for the AS without MR group (adjusted R 2 = 0.98).
Clinical Outcomes
The median follow-up time was 1,105 days (interquartile range, 568-1,643 days). During the prespecified 2 years of follow-up, 24 patients died, 57 were admitted for heart failure, and 76 underwent aortic valve surgery, while 15 patients were lost to follow-up without events. Timeto-event curves for composite clinical events were generated according to the presence or absence of severe AS and significant MR ( Figure 5 ). The patterns of curves appeared to be different when different criteria (MPG vs AVA) were used for severity assessment of AS. The cumulative incidence of clinical events was higher among patients with MPGs $ 40 mm Hg than those with MPGs < 40 mm Hg in both groups with and without MR ( Figure 5A) . Intriguingly, among patients with Figure 1 Flow sheet for case selection. AR, Aortic regurgitation; NSR, normal sinus rhythm; RWMA, regional wall motion abnormality.
MPGs < 40 mm Hg, the clinical event rates were significantly higher in patients with MR compared with those without MR (P = .009), while there was no such difference among patients with MPGs $ 40 mm Hg. When patients were classified by AVA and presence of MR, the cumulative incidence of clinical events showed no significant difference between patients with and those without MR in both groups of patients with AVA $ 1.0 and < 1.0 cm 2 ( Figure 5B ).
DISCUSSION
Effect of MR on Assessment of AS Severity
Currently, noninvasive evaluation with Doppler echocardiography is the standard method of AS severity grading. However, considering the cutoff points recommended by the guidelines, 1,12 discordance between echocardiographically derived AVA and transaortic MPG or V peak , which are the fundamental parameters on assessing the severity of AS, is frequently noted and occurs in more than a third of patients with AS. 5, 7 Well-known measurement errors for this discrepancy include improper alignment of the Doppler beam with the AS jet, inaccurate measurement of the LVOT diameter, and misplacement of the pulsed-wave Doppler sample volume. 4 Apart from these technical factors, importantly, many cardiac or systemic conditions, which significantly alter the intracardiac loading state, are responsible for this inconsistency for two main reasons; first, the recommended cutoff values of the aforementioned parameters are based on natural history studies of patients with isolated AS, and second, velocity and pressure gradients are markedly influenced by loading conditions, whereas calculated AVA is not. 4, 13 MR is a representative example that affects the overall transaortic flow rate in that the LV volume is usually overloaded by the compensatory mechanism, while a large portion of the total stroke volume is regurgitated into the left atrium. 14, 15 However, because of the lack of data, the realistic net hemodynamic consequence is not known when this volume overloading condition coexists with AS, which is a pressure-overloading condition, and how this condition can affect the grading of AS.
The intent of the present investigation was to prove the generally accepted concept that significant MR may result in a low transaortic gradient in patients with AS compared with those without MR. For this purpose, we tried to control other factors commonly known to influence the transvalvular flow rate by means of the inclusion and exclusion criteria and individual matching method. As a result, LVEF and indexed LV volume measurements were not different between the two groups. Also, given that hypertension might interfere with the assessment of AS severity, 16, 17 the two groups did not differ in terms of blood pressure, although some patients were not normotensive at the time of echocardiography. As a result, we Data are expressed as mean 6 SD or as number (percentage). *P values are based on generalized estimating equations for the matched case-control data. † Body surface area was calculated using the Du Bois formula. ‡ Heart rate during index echocardiography.
Journal of the American Society of Echocardiography Volume 31 Number 1 found that the forward stroke volume index was significantly lower in the group of AS with MR compared with those of AS without MR, and consequently, the transaortic V peak and MPG were consistently lower for a given AVA for patients who had significant MR compared with those who did not. Moreover, a significant between-group difference was found in the fitted curves for AVA versus MPG, which means that the ''lower flow'' state induced by significant MR resulted in a significantly ''lower gradient'' across the diseased aortic valve. Although a meaningful interaction was not found in the case related with V peak , this finding may be logical, because the velocity and the pressure difference has a squared relationship, and a small difference in velocity can result in a greater difference in pressure gradient. Indeed, the different flow velocity must have contributed to the gradient difference, as the relationship between V peak and MPG was identical in both groups, as demonstrated in Figure 4 . 
Clinical Implications
The average stroke volume index was 43.8 mL/m 2 in the AS with MR group, significantly lower than in the AS without MR group. This value is >35 mL/m 2 , a general cutoff point for a ''low-flow'' state. Plausible explanations would be that the heart adapts to maintain forward output in chronic MR and that fewer than one third of patients with significant MR (the study group) had severe MR. Thus, because of relatively ''lower'' forward flow, even less than severe MR has a possibility to be a cause of AS grading inconsistency, which indicates that more patients than we thought might incur the risk for underestimation of AS severity, leading to neglect of symptoms and inappropriate delay of aortic valve replacement if the peak pressure gradient alone is taken into consideration rather than the AVA. 18 Our pilot data regarding clinical outcomes demonstrated that patients with MR were more afflicted by clinical events during follow-up than patients without MR among subjects with low transaortic MPGs. A high incidence of events in this subgroup of patients might be attributed to the presence of MR itself or underestimated AS severity. Nevertheless, this finding indicates that patients with AS with low MPGs may have relatively poor prognosis if there is combined significant MR. In these cases, the severity of AS should be thoroughly investigated, and such patients should be followed up more closely. Evaluation of AS severity using AVA can help in this regard, and the present study revealed that clinical events showed an insignificant difference between patients with and those without MR in the group of patients with AVA $ 1.0 cm 2 . This issue would be important considering the nonnegligible proportion of patients with AS who had significant MR (8.9%) according to our cohort. Also, considering the fact that substantial proportions of patients have, along with AS and significant MR, have atrial fibrillation or LV dysfunction (60% in our cohort), 19, 20 meticulous attention to detail would be required when assessing aortic valve hemodynamics, and the inherent variability of the measurements and calculations should always be considered in clinical decision making. 18, 21 The quantitative differences in cutoff values found in the present study can also help in clinical assessment for patients with AS and significant MR.
Study Limitations
There were several limitations of the present study. First, it was a retrospective study involving a small number of patients; therefore, the inherent possibility of selection bias and hidden confounders could not be avoided, and the study is likely to be underpowered to conclude the exact hemodynamic effect of MR toward the coexisting AS. However, as described above, relatively strict inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied for the purpose of this investigation and were responsible for the small number of the study patients. Besides, the conduct of this study was possible because of a relatively high proportion of patients with rheumatic heart disease in our registry, which is a specific situation in our country. Furthermore, the cutoff values of the control group for severe AS (e.g., MPG of 40 mm Hg for an AVA of 0.83 cm 2 ) were consistent with those of previous large population studies, indicating indirect validation of our study. 1, 5 Second, there was a discrepancy between total stroke volume index and forward stroke volume index, in that forward stoke volume was larger than total stroke volume, especially in the control group, and this must be attributed to the different method applied to calculate each value (volumetric vs Doppler). The volume measurement using each method involves different geometric assumptions, and the discrepancy in calculated values arising from the different methodologies has been frequently mentioned in previous studies. 19, 22, 23 Also, the aim of the present study was to compare values between the groups, not to determine absolute stroke volume.
Third, the finding of similar LVEFs in the two groups may be a marker of poorer LV function in the group with MR, which might have affected the study findings.
Finally, we could not analyze in terms of the amount of regurgitant volume or the subgroup of MR on the basis of severity, and further investigation involving a larger number of patients may be necessary to overcome these limitations.
CONCLUSIONS
Using quantitative analysis, this study indicates that relatively lower forward stroke volume induced by significant MR can be a cause of inconsistency when assessing the severity of AS. AS severity assessed by MPG measurement may be underestimated, and thus AVA measurement is essential in patients with a combined significant MR.
